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Executive Summary

Title: Eliminating Poor Performers: The catalyst to improve quality in the U.S. Army

Author: MAJOR Clifton T. Causey, United States Army

Thesis: Applying command influence on quality control of personnel by encouraging leaders to eliminate poor performers will improve the overall quality of the U.S. Army.

Discussion: Getting and keeping the right people in the Army should be the most important priority at all levels of command and should be reflected in all aspects of Army culture. This does not suggest that quality must trump quantity at all costs. It is naïve to think that the size of the Army would be purely dictated by the number of quality personnel available. There are cultural trends that hinder this idea from maintaining traction and driving decisions at all levels. This paper proposes two major changes in culture. First, encourage leaders to separate poor performers from the Army. Second, accept that units will likely maintain manning closer to minimum requirements, at least initially. These proposed changes are derived from analyzing recurring issues with Army personnel management, and by comparing Army personnel management ideology with top performing businesses and U.S. Special Operations Forces ideology.

Conclusion: The current culture of the Army says that people are the most important priority, but its actions are contrary to keeping quality people in the Army. Disillusioned soldiers are leaving due to a lack of job satisfaction. The examination of successful business practices and SOF practices suggests that rigorous personnel management to get and keep the right people in the organization is the most important aspect of maintaining a great company or unit. The Army can apply this by facilitating and encouraging separation of poor performers from the Army. This will initially increase quality of units and will eventually improve job satisfaction by increasing the quality of leaders. Changing the parameters of success to be more qualitative by allowing unit commanders to decrease to an acceptable size will permit the flexibility required begin this change. By managing expectations, commanders will resist growth at the expense of quality therefore creating a consistent pattern of increased quality.
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INTRODUCTION – Less can be more?

Two infantry squads enter a competition that tests their ability to conduct mission essential tasks. These two squads are identical in all aspects except one. 1st Squad is manned at 100% (11 personnel) and 2nd Squad is manned at 81% (9 personnel). Notwithstanding the difference in the amount of personnel, the squads have identical weapons, quality of training, and experience among its members. The outcome of this competition reveals that 1st Squad was slightly more efficient at very simple physical tasks, such as moving a large obstacle that required the entire squad’s strength. However, 2nd Squad was far more efficient overall because they succeeded at every task that required teamwork and anything more difficult than achieving the basic standards. Why would a smaller unit perform at a higher level?

Several weeks earlier, these squads were completely identical. They both had two squad members who were poor performers and were dragging down the overall performance of the squad. The 2nd squad leader removed them from the squad because they were requiring too much of his time. After training for several weeks without these poor performers, his squad, although smaller, became a much better team and each individual began operating at a higher level. 1st Squad kept their poor performers, spending time and resources trying to bring them up to standard. They finally achieved minimum standards, but compromised the full potential of the other members of the squad.

This hypothetical scenario uses a simple situation to demonstrate a problem. The culture of the United States Army is not as effective as it could be with regard to personnel management.
The current process for personnel management is plagued by a culture that drives leaders to retain all personnel, even poor performers. 1st Squad represents the status quo. The unintended consequence of this culture is a loss of potential quality. Three simple examples help to describe the problem as a cycle which was deduced from a synthesis of research involving Army personnel management studies, successful civilian personnel management ideologies, and a case study of Special Operations Forces (SOF) ideology. First, a leader, given the responsibility to order men into harm’s way, is given very little authority to fire his poor performing subordinates. Second, many soldiers experience poor job satisfaction partially due to working with and for poor performers and often separate at their first opportunity. Finally, these separations increase demands on recruiting, creating pressures to accept a lower standard of recruit, therefore increasing the number of poor performers. The cycle continues.

The principal point of this paper is that getting and keeping the right people in the Army, and establishing a culture that supports this standard, should be the most important priority at all levels of command. It does not suggest that quality must trump quantity at all costs. It is naïve to think that the size of the Army could be based purely on the number of quality personnel available. However, in a period of decreasing budgets and forecasted reduction in troop strength, the Army must focus on maximizing the value of its people.

The idea that people are the most valuable asset is certainly not new to the Army. Recently, Chief of Staff of the Army, General Odierno wrote, “The strength of our Nation is our Army; the strength of our Army is our Soldiers…”1 There are cultural trends that hinder this idea from maintaining traction and driving decisions at all levels. This paper proposes two major

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THESIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applying command influence on quality control of personnel by encouraging leaders to eliminate poor performers will improve the overall quality of the U.S. Army.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
changes in culture. First, encourage leaders to separate poor performers from the Army. Second, accept that units will likely maintain manning closer to minimum requirements, at least initially. The rationale for these changes is derived from analyzing recurring issues with Army personnel management, and by comparing Army personnel management ideology with top performing businesses and U.S. Special Operations Forces ideology.

It is necessary to define a few terms in order to provide context for the arguments that follow. “Culture” is defined as the behaviors and beliefs characteristic of a particular social group. For example, the idea that commissioned and non-commissioned officers should always strive to lead from the front and to be willing to do the things they ask of their subordinates is a characteristic of Army culture. The term “poor performer” describes a soldier who consistently demonstrates a trend of not meeting the minimum standard of performance for his/her job. Unless otherwise defined, the “minimum standard” or “minimum requirement” is referring to a standard or requirement defined by the Army. For example, the minimum required infantry privates in a company is 70% of the total allotted. This 70% represents the minimum requirement for this company to complete its mission essential tasks.

**BACKGROUND**

Several studies identify problems with the Army personnel management system. The study topics range from recruiting to promotion policies. These problems are very complex, often change due to uncontrollable variables, and are a product of Army culture that is centered on a system of checks and balances to maintain high quality personnel. This system is based on the premise that each soldier is assessed against a common standard based on the needs of the Army. One example of this system is the Official Military Personnel Files (OMPF) which
contains evaluations of performance and levels of training and experience. The Army uses the information in OMPF to assess the quality of an individual and compare it to an established prototype to determine promotion or retention potential. This system is effective at the macro-organizational level, but there are problems with leadership, culture, retention, and recruiting that should be addressed. A look at the current environment reveals a great opportunity to introduce change.

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS?

Leadership Culture. The work environment soldiers experience during their first term of service has a huge impact on retention. The United States Army does a good job of training, equipping, and leading soldiers. Nonetheless, there are soldiers who become poor performers. One study, which is described in greater detail later, demonstrates the tremendous impact these poor performers can have on an organization. Leaders are taught that poor performers are a result of poor leadership and, since the Army can’t afford to lose personnel, leaders subsequently spend a great deal of time and effort rehabilitating these soldiers. Even when a leader determines that a soldier will not meet the minimum standards and should be separated from the Army, it takes a great deal of time and effort to do so. The impact of this culture is a cycle of behavior that results in two negative effects on a unit. First, soldiers that meet or exceed the standard do not receive a proportionate amount of time and energy from leaders. Second, these soldiers are discouraged because the leader allows a lower standard to exist. This cycle reduces the quality of the work environment, decreases job satisfaction and limits the potential quality of the unit.
Retention.

For years, Congress required the Army to promote only 70 to 80 percent of eligible officers. Under that law, the rank of major served as a useful funnel by which the Army separated out the bottom quarter of the senior officer corps. On September 14, 2001, President Bush suspended that requirement. Today, more than 98 percent of eligible captains are promoted to major.6

This quote from Andrew Tilghman’s article, The Army's Other Crisis, explains the basic problem with Army retention programs. The Army places too much emphasis on quantity at the risk of quality. Retention problems are caused by several issues that change based on the environment in which the Army is required to operate. The decrease in retention that occurred in 2004-2005 caused the Army to take a close look at issues that were causing soldiers to leave the Army. These studies provide the three most common reasons why soldiers leave the Army: Quality of Life, Amount of Pay, and Job Satisfaction.7

Although interesting, the studies failed to provide any revolutionary insight into why soldiers were leaving. On the contrary, these results represent issues common among all kinds of employees, both civilian and military. While the Army does a good job accounting for two of these problems, retention programs are not able to effectively address the component of job satisfaction. The Army incorporated several benefit packages during the last decade in response to the above-mentioned issues and these changes enabled the Army to meet or exceed retention goals for the last 3 years.8 The Army continues to offer good retention incentives to keep soldiers on active duty; however the one thing that could make a good Army retention program even better is to increase job satisfaction.9 In this area, a shift in personnel management culture can have a significant effect.
The study above identified the following criteria for job satisfaction:

- Amount of enjoyment from my job
- Quality of leadership at place of duty
- Level of job fulfillment and challenge
- Amount of personnel available to do the work

These criteria provide insight into the key issue of how to retain quality soldiers which will be discussed later with a comparison of successful personnel management models.

**Recruiting.** The only way to get the right people in the Army is by having enough flexibility to maintain high standards for recruiting. The Army does a good job actively seeking the highest quality recruit they can afford, but the impact of supply and demand on the human quality market can require a significant deviation from established standards. To simplify a very complex environment, supply of potential recruits is based on the status of the economy and demand is based on U.S. defense strategy. This strategy is greatly influenced by expectations of Army senior leaders to be able to maintain or grow the size of our Army within a given amount of time. For example, when the economy is great and the demand for recruits increases due to defense requirements, it is very difficult to obtain the required amount of recruits without changing quality standards. An understanding of this process allows senior leaders in the Army to manage expectations and ultimately influence defense strategy.

Expectation management sets realistic constraints on personnel management policy. For example, if strategy dictates that the Army must increase to size X by time Y, this growth will be tempered by the expectation of the Army to maintain a certain level of quality. This was apparent when recruiting began to suffer from the stress of the war on terror in 2005. Demand increased
as a direct result of the decrease in retention. The Army struggled to meet its quota for ‘high quality’ recruits\textsuperscript{11} - those recruits who are more likely to successfully complete training and finish their first term of enlistment – which has a direct economic cost. For example, the Army loses the majority of every dollar invested for recruiting and training when a soldier fails to complete his first term of enlistment. However, the less tangible effects of a lower quality recruit are manifested in a decreased retention rate, a decrease in quality of the force, and an increase on the demand of recruiting programs. However, if expectations were based on the approach that maintaining the quota of high quality recruits was more important than simply meeting increased in recruiting requirements, it would drive personnel management policy to accept limited growth and a decrease in size of the force.

**IMPROVING THE 90% SOLUTION**

Personnel management of an organization with the size and dynamic requirements of the U.S. Army is incredibly difficult. One can only strive to reach the best possible solution, knowing that there is unlikely to be a perfect solution. With that said the Army does a good job managing personnel and enjoys continued success by meeting and exceeding its recruiting and retention goals during a difficult period in the history of the Army.\textsuperscript{12} However, this paper seeks to focus on quality over quantity. The problems listed below describe how we can take a 90% solution in the greatest standing Army in the world and improve it.

The culture of personnel management is best described as a cycle. By analyzing leadership culture, retention problems, and recruiting standards, it is possible to deduce the following problems with Army personnel management culture. The following problems prohibit the Army from maintaining the highest quality soldiers available.
1. Leaders do not seek to separate poor performers from the Army
2. Retention suffers from poor job satisfaction
3. Recruiting and Retention programs are focused on quantity over quality

WHY CHANGE NOW?

The U.S. has always sought to improve the quality of its Army. The transformation to an all volunteer force is a key example. There are three reasons why the U.S. Army should take advantage of the current opportunity to transform its fighting force. First, a reduction in force can rapidly facilitate separation of poor performing soldiers. History demonstrates that the U.S. reduces its armed forces at the conclusion of extended conflict and this correlates with recent priorities published by the DoD. Second, increasing recruiting standards is more feasible in a poor economy. With fewer jobs in the civilian sector, the recruiting market share increases, allowing the Army to raise the bar and still meet recruiting requirements. Finally, the Army will educate and evolve during this period of reduction. Senior military leaders will likely follow historical trends of increasing efficiency during a time of peace and a shortage of funding. The Army has an opportunity to change its culture and improve the quality of its people in ways which can result in a better fighting force.

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The problems described above are not new and there are no single solutions. However, there are other organizations that deal with similar issues to retain quality personnel. By examining organizations that excel in their market and apply effective personnel management policies, it is possible to suggest solutions to improve Army policies.
A CIVILIAN PERSPECTIVE

Why use a civilian business model to compare with military personnel management practices? Many authors write books describing how to build and maintain a successful business because our capitalist society is focused on increasing productivity from its employees. It would be foolish to disregard examination of the intellectual energy put forth toward these ideas in the civilian sector because they are not specifically developed for application in the military, particularly considering that there are many similarities between the military and any other large institutions. On that premise, the study of successful businesses offers a wealth of information about organizational dynamics and leadership that may be applicable to the military. The most attractive reason for studying business models is the abundance of studies producing quantitative data that may be used as measures of success.  

One such study, which was conducted over the course of three years, compared 11 companies that met the requirements of a “great” Fortune 500 company. The requirements for this distinction included a notable transition from normal returns to a sustained improvement defined by at least three times the market average for at least 15 years. Another study focused on trends of the top Fortune 500 companies and found that 8 of the top 10 were also listed in the top 100 best companies to work for in America. One major characteristic of these companies was high level of job satisfaction among employees. The accomplishments of these companies were truly significant and the study revealed several commonalities that may be applicable to the Army personnel management problems discussed above. Many, if not all, of the results of these studies are already addressed by Army culture or policy. But a few of these ideas support an argument that the Army can do better. They are:
1. Get the right people

2. Maintain rigorous personnel management standards

3. Require great leaders

**Get the right people.** A trend of great companies is to spend 10 times the effort on starting with the right people than anything else.\(^{18}\) The idea that compels business toward this model is that if you have the right type of people in the organization, they will figure out how to be successful.

**Maintain rigorous personnel management standards.** Creating an environment that has high standards, challenges employees, and weeds out poor performers will increase productivity and will develop and retain quality workers.\(^{19}\)

**Require great leaders.** The essence of an organization begins and ends with its leadership. The impact of smart and effective leaders is multiplied when they make decisions based on what is best for the organization rather than what is best for them. Their ability to define personnel management standards and practices begins a cycle of increased quality of the organization.\(^{20}\)

**A SOF PERSPECTIVE**

The Special Operations Force (SOF) personnel management model provides a successful military case to contrast with the conventional Army model and is more similar in nature than a civilian business model. The history of SOF in the United States is long and prestigious.\(^{21}\) The adaptation of institutionalized SOF over the last 40 years reflects an effort for the Department of Defense to develop a capability that enjoys continued success against the threats of the 21st century.\(^{22}\) While doing so, the culture of SOF has become more public. This glasnost-like process allowed for an unclassified discussion of some of the organizational dynamics of SOF
units. Also, considering that many traditional SOF missions are now shared with conventional forces due to the last decade of fighting irregular warfare, the two organizations now share a very similar burden of responsibility. Therefore, SOF offers a personnel management model that is more appropriate for comparison than a strictly civilian model.

Army Special Operations (ARSOF) Field Manual 3-05, *Army Special Operations Forces Unconventional Warfare*, states that Special Forces (SF) capability is based on the quality of the SF soldier, and outlines some of the basic characteristics of SOF personnel that are a product of careful selection and extensive training. SOF personnel are adaptable, mature, innovative, culturally aware, self-assured, and self-reliant. These characteristics define the strong foundation required of SOF personnel to conduct the difficult tasks they are charged with accomplishing in very unstable environments. The personnel management culture that supports the selection and training of these soldiers is defined by the following SOF Truths:

1. **Humans are more important than Hardware.**
2. **Quality is better than Quantity.**
3. **Special Operations Forces cannot be mass produced.**
4. **Competent SOF units cannot be created after emergencies occur.**

**Humans are more important than Hardware.** The right people will accomplish the mission with the equipment they have available. The implication in this statement is broader than prioritizing funding or training. It is the idea that a group of the right people will always be more successful no matter what conditions they face. Whereas, despite favorable conditions a group of the wrong people may never accomplish a task.
Quality is better than quantity. Smaller and better organizations are always preferable to more people when those people are not up to the task. This principle is operationalized in SOF through the use of high quality personnel operating in small teams to conduct high-risk strategic missions. The personnel are selected based on a higher standard and are trained to a higher standard. Unfortunately, this principle is not directly applicable to the conventional Army. However, the ideology, accepting some risk due to a lack of quantity to maintain a higher level of quality, is applicable.

Special Operations Forces cannot be mass produced. It takes years to man and train operational units to the level of proficiency needed to accomplish SOF missions. The mass production of this capability assumes that the human quality market can bear the requirement. If not, standards for selection will decrease and the overall quality of SOF will decrease with them.

Competent SOF units cannot be created after emergencies occur. The ultimate quality of the organization is at constant risk of degradation by rushing the process of assessment, selection, and training. The investment in SOF personnel requires time.

These truths define a culture that drives leaders to make decisions at all levels to maintain a laser like focus on quality over quantity. This focus reveals a common trend between SOF and successful business models. Getting and keeping the right people is the most important goal for the organization.

APPLICATION OF POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The approaches described above may seem applicable to most organizations. However, there are numerous challenges to face when applying these solutions in the Army. Increasing job
satisfaction and managing expectations with regards to manning, retention, and recruiting cannot come at the risk of lowering the minimum manning required to protect our nation.

LOGICAL CONSTRAINTS

The examination of successful personnel management cultures above offers some insight into how the Army might try to change, but there are some constraints to the Army personnel management system that cannot be ignored. The U.S. Army is an organization whose personnel management requirements are dictated by strategy and budget. Therefore, the Army has little flexibility to shrink or grow in size of its own accord. As discussed earlier, there are quantitative metrics for unit readiness that are measured on a scale of acceptability. Personnel manning is one of these metrics and it has a defined range that supports mission requirements. For example, if a unit is manned at 100%, it is considered fully mission capable with regards to personnel. However, if that unit were manned at 80%, it might be considered non-mission capable. This measurement of unit readiness is purely quantitative. It does not account for quality of the individuals within that unit, only that a soldier is assigned to the unit with the appropriate MOS and rank. In contrast, there are subjective measurements of unit readiness which allow commanders to qualify their unit’s capabilities through the assessment of performance during exercises, but they do not have a significant impact on the personnel management culture.

One approach to change personnel management culture is to allow commanders more flexibility with regard to unit manning assessments, while stressing the importance of eliminating poor performing soldiers. For example, under the current system of measuring unit readiness, a typical battalion commander may not be able to focus on separating poor performers because of a concern for maintaining the highest possible manning level. A change in culture would not enforce strict adherence to maximum manning requirements, but instead would allow
commanders to separate poor performing soldiers until they reached the minimum required limit to accomplish mission essential tasks.

With this in mind, there are some options that could be applied to facilitate some cultural change without a radical overhaul of the system:

- Encourage commanders to separate poor performing soldiers from the Army
- Accept that subordinate leaders may need to stay near the minimum manning requirement or at least fluctuate near these limits
- Manage expectations of growth based on maintaining a higher level of focus on quality

LEADERSHIP

U.S. Army officers and non-commissioned officers are strong leaders by many accounts. Civilian industries often recruit junior and mid-level leaders from the military and countries from around the globe endeavor to send their leaders to U.S. military leadership schools. It is ironic therefore, that Army culture discourages leaders from “weeding out” poor performers, particularly considering that counterparts in the civilian and SOF communities are encouraged to do this. Therefore, a change in leadership culture above and beyond the scope of influence of mid-level and junior leaders is required. The current culture does not facilitate leaders purging poor performers from the Army and is focused on “weeding out” a poor performer through a system of evaluation reports that facilitate or inhibit promotion. This may be effective at the macro level for quantitative personnel manning, but renders leaders ineffective at the micro level with respect to qualitative personnel management.
The current culture begins with formalized leadership training and is normalized as leaders are mentored or personally lead poor performing subordinates. Leaders are taught that poor performance is caused by poor leadership, which unintentionally creates an environment that never gives up on poor performers. There are great benefits from fostering this type of environment, but the unintended consequence may have a negative impact on the potential quality of the unit by decreasing job satisfaction and limiting leadership involvement with the majority. A positive change in leadership culture would be to encourage leaders at all levels to purge poor performers from units within the parameters set by higher commands.

These parameters are another potential flaw in the current personnel management culture. If a unit falls below the optimal level for manning, commanders are responsible for explaining why, and the implication of this responsibility drives commanders to maintain the highest level of manning possible because to do otherwise may be interpreted as failure. While this does not necessarily have a negative impact on the unit, it drives a culture that rarely removes personnel simply for not meeting the job standard. Encouraging commanders to purge poor performing soldiers with the acceptance that their units may gravitate toward the minimum manning requirements could change this culture. This would support the cultural change required to empower leaders and improve job satisfaction for the majority of soldiers.

The current personnel management policies allow leaders to separate poor performers from the military. The challenge is to effect a change in cultural inhibitions through command influence. By changing the criteria for success and changing the focus toward quality at the risk of quantity, commanders will begin to change the culture at all levels. One recommendation would be for Army senior leaders to issue command guidance to subordinate commands to implement this cultural change at all levels of command.


RETENTION

The objective should not be merely to retain all officers, but to retain talented officers while simultaneously culling out those lacking the distributions of skills, knowledge and behaviors in demand across the force… Retaining sufficient rather than optimally performing officers may have dire consequences for the Army's future. New officer cohorts of high potential talent may be driven away by the prospects of serving under lackluster leadership.²⁷

This quote from Peter Buxbaum’s article, *From Brain Drain to Internal Bleeding: Retention Problems in the US Military*, is another great example of the basic problem within the Army retention program. Its focus is quantitative and its methods therefore lack the ability to identify and retain the highest quality personnel. A cultural shift toward quality over quantity is required to fix this problem. Changing the leadership culture will have a tremendous effect on retention because more quality soldiers will want to stay in due to an increase in job satisfaction. This will allow retention programs the flexibility to raise standards for retention and focus their limited funding toward a smaller, more select group of quality soldiers.

The adaptability of the current Army retention program proves sufficient to support this change. Commanders would need to encourage retention programs to retain only the highest quality soldiers with the expectation that these programs would gravitate toward the minimum requirements. One method would be to change the focus of research for development of retention programs toward quality over quantity. Current retention programs are focused on meeting the needs and concerns of the majority instead of meeting the concerns of quality soldiers that are getting out.
RECRUITING

The effect of this cultural shift will likely impact recruiting the least, but the proposed change in Army culture is also applicable in this stage of the personnel cycle. Up to one-third of first term recruits will not finish their first term or will not reenlist. This results in a poor return on investment and keeps recruiting requirements high. Increased retention of first term soldiers will have a significant impact on recruiting requirements and will allow some flexibility for raising recruiting standards.

Current Army recruiting policies are sufficient to support the fluctuations of supply and demand. Army personnel management standards constantly change to facilitate recruitment of the highest quality soldiers based on a fluctuating requirement. A recommendation for change is to maintain a focus on quality at the risk of quantity. Recruiting commanders would need to encourage recruiters to select the highest quality recruits with the expectation that results would gravitate toward the minimum requirements. For example, if a recruiting station increased its quality standard, it would decrease the number of recruits that do not complete their first term enlistment. This would impact the personnel management system in two ways. First, these recruits raise the overall quality of the Army due to their individual quality. Second, over time these recruits will produce a trend of higher first-term retention. This will ultimately decrease long-term recruiting requirements.

APPLICATION AND EXPECTED RESULTS

Applying the recommendations listed above, in the context of the cycle of change, offers insight into some of the expected results. There is inherent initial risk involved in applying this cultural change. Allowing commanders to reduce unit manning to the minimum acceptable
level, while decreasing retention and recruiting outputs, is not necessarily a good idea because, if done improperly, it could potentially weaken the force beyond an acceptable limit. The change would need to be phased. The initial change in operational units will impact recruiting and retention programs and will likely, with time, begin to change the culture of these programs through indirect influence. The real change in this cycle starts with an increase in soldier job satisfaction by focusing on “weeding out” poor performers. This action generates the following cycle which will continue to increase the quality of soldiers:

1. Empowering leaders to “weed out” poor performing soldiers will increase job satisfaction of the majority and increase overall quality of Army units
2. Increased job satisfaction will result in more quality soldiers staying in the Army
3. Lower retention requirements will allow flexibility in the program to raise standards and focus limited funding on a smaller, more select group of quality soldiers
4. Increased retention of first term soldiers will lower the recruiting requirement allowing recruiting standards to increase
5. This evolution will result in higher quality, experienced leaders, which will continue to improve management of units therefore increasing job satisfaction

Like the SOF model, these changes will require time to take effect. The process for this change needs to be well planned and executed and will likely experience difficulties. Fortunately, current Army policies and philosophy already provide a 90% solution and the mandated reduction in force coupled with a poor economy establishes the good conditions for implementing these changes now. There is no end result to this cycle, but the long term effects can yield far reaching positive effects. The quality of leaders at all levels of the Army will continue to improve, therefore keeping the cycle in a healthy state of being. The quality of the units these leaders command will continually improve.
POSSIBLE CRITIQUES

The simple logic that Army leaders should be able to fire poor performing soldiers is convincing. But there are legitimate concerns with changing a culture that is mostly successful. The following critiques are expected and reasonable rebuttals are provided.

**Empowering junior leaders with the ability to terminate the military career of subordinates will lead to unfair firings?** Current policies are fair and require substantial evidence to support action. The level of authority for separating a soldier from the Army is established based on rank and grade of the soldier in question. The recommendations above are focused on a change in culture not policy. Commander’s influence would empower junior leaders to seek separation of poor performing soldiers, but current policies would sustain a just and reasonable system for doing so.

**If the processes are already in place to “weed out” poor performing soldiers, why is a change required?** The current system is effective, but not optimal. Allowing a poor performing soldier to languish in a unit until he is not eligible for promotion or reenlistment takes the authority and power away from leaders while decreasing the potential quality of their units.

**SOF units can afford to remain small. Reducing the Army to its minimum manning requirements will hollow out the force.** The recent and continued success of SOF resulted in constant stress to grow. USSOCOM’s understanding of the impact of growing SOF too quickly or mass producing SOF units caused it to resist rapid growth. The Army at large will never be able to recruit and train at the same level as SOF, but by changing the culture to acknowledge the importance of recruiting and retention of high quality people, the Army can increase its
effectiveness. In order to do this, it must be willing to initially get smaller and then fluctuate in size based on environmental conditions. If minimum standards for manning are realistic, meaning that a unit may still accomplish its mission essential tasks, the unit will not be hollow.

As a ‘trusted agent’ for America’s youth, isn’t it the Army’s responsibility to train and mold soldiers to be able to accomplish the required standards? Current Army culture defines the phenomenon of poor performing soldiers as a leadership problem. Leaders are charged with a great responsibility to train, mentor, and provide corrective training to encourage a high level of performance. This should not be mistaken as failure when a specific soldier demonstrates a trend of poor performance. On the contrary, a leader should be charged with upholding the standard at all costs. Therefore, a poor performing soldier should be separated from the Army when that leader deems it is best for the overall welfare of the unit. The macro level personnel management system will separate these soldiers eventually, but by empowering and charging leaders to separate poor performers, they will be able to increase overall quality of their unit.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There is a problem. Research shows that quality soldiers are getting out of the Army and that high quality recruits are difficult to consistently obtain. The current culture of the Army says that people are the most important priority, but its actions are contrary to keeping quality people in the Army. Disillusioned soldiers are leaving due to a lack of job satisfaction. The examination of SOF ideology suggests that rigorous personnel management to get and keep the right people in the organization is the most important aspect of maintaining a great unit.
There are solutions. Facilitating and encouraging separation of poor performers from the Army will initially increase quality of units and will eventually improve job satisfaction by increasing the quality of leaders. Changing the parameters of success to be more qualitative by allowing unit commanders to decrease to an acceptable size will permit the flexibility required to begin the change. By managing expectations, commanders will resist growth at the expense of quality therefore creating a consistent pattern of increased quality.

Now is the time to take action. A poor economy and a significant decrease in the Department of the Army budget will create an increase of high quality recruits and soldiers that want and need to be in the Army. These conditions will minimize the impact of “weeding out” poor performers and will allow this cultural shift to occur in the Army before it is required to increase in size again.

In summary, the impact of the following recommendations should be researched further and if found satisfactory, immediately implemented:

- Issue Command Guidance from Army Senior Leadership to begin a focus on the separation of poor performing soldiers.

- Change valuation of manning metrics to reflect a cultural change allowing commanders to gravitate toward minimum manning requirements if necessary

- Change junior officer and non-commissioned officer training to reflect the expectation of leaders to separate poor performing soldiers

The complex nature of Army personnel management creates an environment where there are a myriad of second and third order effects from a single change. This fact makes the above recommendations tentative until further research is accomplished. The hypothesis offered is sound, but the details of implementation require further examination.
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